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Office Paper Supplies: Copy Paper, Writing Paper, Envelopes etc. 100% Post Consumer and Tree Free.
Paper Amenities: Recycled toilet paper, facial tissues etc.

Either Kraft (non-bleached) or whitened with oxygen
bleach - No Chlorine! Highest Post Consumer Recycled Paper possible.
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Cleaning Supplies: All purpose cleaners that surpass all environmental standards for cleaning supplies ..
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Versatile, practical, concentrated, cost-effective & safe to use! Also, supporting Canadian manufactures and no
animal testing! Our cleaning accessories are durable, long lasting, reduce single use and conserve resources.
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SanJan-Waste Bags: Full line of waste bags for Recycling, Landfill & Compost, up to 40% Post Consumer
Recycled Waste content. Made in Canada.

Food Bags:

Biodegradable/Compostable Bags made from Recycled Materials and Renewable Resources, inc. Paper
and/or Biopolymers (corn starch and cotton seeds), NO GMO’s, Multiple Eco Certifications.
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Cold Cups: Clear, Made from Plants, Not Petroleum, Renewable Resources, Biodegradable, Certified Compostable.
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Hot Cups:
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Accessories & Sm. Containers: Biodegradable Straws, Utensils, Portion Cups, Film and paper wrapping.
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Plates & Bowls - Sugarcane: 100% Renewable Resources & 100% Biodegradable.

16

Bowls & Take-Out Containers - PLA & PalmLeaf: 100% Renewable Resources & 100% Biodegradable.
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Take-Out Containers - Paper: 100% Renewable Resources & 100% Biodegradable.

Biodegradable materials (& coatings), Renewable Resources.

Hot Chocolate and Sugar: Fair Trade, Sustainable, Organic, Vegan…
Ice Melter:
18

To replace highly toxic calcium and sodium chloride (Rock Salt). Best of Category!

Bamboo Fencing:

Beautiful mahogany stained rolls of Bamboo for fences, wall decorations etc.

Other / Off List: Green Shift has been building a database of eco alternatives since the mid 90's.

Other, non list
items are brokered direct from manufacturers or supplied for special orders. Some are listed, some are not. If there
is something you are looking for, or would like to have researched, please ask.

19

Clearance or Promotional Sale: Various Products. Check it out / take advantage of savings!
**Codes beginning with an S = Special Order / L = added lead time / All else is regularly stocked**

Procurement Guidelines & Principles:
• Green Shift™ has spent years educating manufacturers and suppliers about reducing waste, conserving our natural resources, and
preserving our natural environment. We research, inspect and monitor manufacturers environmental data, performance and
manufacturing procedures (including sources of raw materials, content details, and recyclability of any resulting waste), and we take all
of these matters into consideration when determining the most environmental choice, and the product we will offer.
• Green Shift™ supports, encourages and/or educates companies to minimise packaging and/or develop innovative methods of reusing,
reducing and recycling. When packaging is necessary, where possible, Green Shift™ selects companies that use packaging made from
renewable resources and/or the highest post consumer recycled materials, avoiding materials processed with harmful and/or unnecessary
chemicals.
• Green Shift™ has spent many years educating and demanding manufacturers to stop using plastic #3 and #6, and in turn we have
played a major role in steering businesses across Canada away from these particularly harmful plastics. Best alternatives are & have
been sought and provided on a case by case basis.
• Green Shift™ does its very best to avoid and find alternatives to manufacturers who use unnecessary chemicals or pollution-generating
substances. This includes the obvious avoidance of chlorine or petroleum derivatives, in addition to large and meticulous crossreferencing of chemicals on virtually all databases of safety warnings and "right to know" listings.
• Green Shift™ assesses the entire lifecycle of products and services in our purchasing decisions, and we in turn do our best to operate
ourself in the most environmentally sensitive manner. This includes careful consideration and balancing of the source of raw materials,
the manufacturing process (including waste generation, by-products, water and energy usage and the ethics of the companies that are
benefitting from the business), transportation, methods of storage, handling and use of the finished product, and what becomes of the
product after it has fulfilled its purpose.

Certifications and Third Party Validation:
Green Shift TM performs its own assessment of goods and services however, a part of that means a cross referencing of other programs.
The following is an explanation of what this means.
Canada's Eco Logo signifies Certification by Canada's Environmental Choice Program, as a product that is environmentally preferable: environmentalchoice.ca
US Green Seal - third party validation / certification of products meeting set criteria: greenseal.org
Chlorine Free Product Association - signifies that no chlorine is used in the production: chlorinefreeproducts.org
The Forest Stewardship Council - Reputable validation of sustainable forest practices: fsc.org
European Union Eco-label - signifies Environmentally Preferable Choice: eco-label.com
No Animal Testing. Our own cross referencing of various Animal-Friendly Validations and/or written guarantees from manufacturers (because there is no
official regulated seal) Note - not listed on products that are not applicable
Fair Trade Symbol: signifying that workers were paid a fair price for their wares: fairtrade.ca
Specifically used for products imported from developing countries where workers are commonly not paid fair wages.
The BPI certification is a science-based testing & validation of a material being compostable in a commercial facility & leaving NO toxic or plastic remnants

Green Shift Insignia: A symbol to identify companies and/or products that are in the category of environmental excellence. Our assessment is an umbrella over
multiple certifications. It represents a best of category and a product that we, with the help of Environmental Leaders who are a part of our network, promoting
and striving to continually improve.
Green ShiftTM Company Logo: Anything and everything sold under the name of Green ShiftTM is done so with the utmost consideration to the full lifecycle
impact, and thus is an assurance to anyone looking for the most Environmental Choices.

How to Order:
Order by phone or email. If you have an account and the item codes, use our 24hr "Order by Voicemail" that sends us an mpeg voice file
to Orders@GreenSupplyHouse.com. If your company issues PO's, just email us that. Alternatively, fill out a generic order form, or
copy/paste from the catalogue directly into an email - send to Orders@GreenSupplyHouse.com. If you use the generic order form, save it
with a date so for your own records and so that with all further orders, you can simply change the date and the quantities desired, or send the
items you want in the body of an email.
ALTERNATIVELY you can call us and order by phone: there is an option to leave a recording that will send us an mpeg voice file, or someone
can offer consultation, answer any questions, enter your order and email it to you, for you to review and confirm.

Terms & Conditions:
* Minimum Order: The minimum order for L20 & L30 is $75. The minimum order for L40 & L50 is $300.
* Prices do not include taxes or delivery. Delivery is subsidized, depending on size of account, order size & pricing category. Ie. L20&L30
is heavily subsidized and will often be completely built in, L40 is semi built in, L50 less so. See more info below.
* Payment Methods: We accept Visa, Mastercard, Email-Transfers & EFT (Electronic Funds Transfer).
* Payment Terms: The default is pre-payment. If you are regular and we develop a strong rapport and there is a reason to consider
alternatives, we can discuss.
* Timing for Delivery: Order processing time is dependant upon the clarity of the order received and whether there are any questions or holdups. Delivery time depends on your location. Most of central Ontario has a 1-4 day delivery time, the rest of Canada about 2-7 days. In
general, central cities across the country can expect faster times than remote regions. Note - orders do travel over weekends so if time is of the
essence, try to have your order confirmed and able to process by Thursday. Since deliveries can be held up due to weather or unforseen
circumstances, it is advisable to leave yourself a buffer.
* Note that we no longer have an official order cut off time - all orders are simply processed as soon as possible. *Issues that cause delays
and do not amount to being ready to process include: missing item codes/any uncertainty of what is being ordered, questions, payment
challenges, any reasons for extra fees that require authorizion before processing (such as if the order is requested for rush or restricted
delivery). If a rush or added service is required, please state this clearly and be available to review and confirm a quote.
* Rush Orders: If you need a RUSH, we have a few options: 1. We can ask our warehouse to drop everything and pick the order immediately
in order for it to leave the warehouse a day sooner than it otherwise would. As of June 2021 this rate ranges between $40-$65 depending on
the degree of rush. 2. We can shop around for expedited delivery service options - the added delivery fees vary depending on the location,
degree of rush, and the number of boxes that are being rushed. Prices for the latter can only be determined when we know those factors.
* Delivery rates: This depends on your location, delivery requirements and pricing category. L30 and L40 category have a higher percentage
of delivery built into the pricing. L50 subsidies only kick-in on orders over $600. The pricing categories are designed to offer the best package,
including delivery rates & subsidies, to match the size & frequency of ordering. See price levels below (pg 5) for more information. Details
specific to each individual situation can be discussed when setting up your account. Please contact us if you have any questions.
* Deliveries are made to business addresses between 9am and 5pm Monday through Friday. If there is a request for restricted hours
of delivery, we will always try our best (and often succeed) BUT, if it needs to be guaranteed, additional charges generally are incurred and
applied.
* If you have a business operating out of a residential address, an authorization to leave unattended form must be signed. L50 pricing
category has a surcharge for residential addresses as delivery is designed for larger trucks that are not allowed on residential streets. Other
pricing categories do not incur a surcharge as there is some flexibility built in.
* Returns and exchanges are accepted under the following conditions: 1. It is within 30 days of purchase 2. The item has not been
opened/exposed/tampered with 3. An RMA form is submitted with a copy of the invoice (or a reference # of the invoice or sales order that it
was purchased on). 4. It is returned in original packaging in resellable condition. Making arrangements for a return is the responsibility of the
client and may be subject to a 20% restocking charge. ** If there is a problem with the product or an error made on our part, we will cover all
related costs. Please submit a notice in writing (by email) to operations@GreenShift.ca / cc orders@GreenSupplyHouse.com.

Important Changes Since covID

Inventory & Price Related Adjustments:
Many manufacturers are experiencing challenges, including interuptions in the supply of raw materials and staff shortages
that are occuring from "social distancing" policies or "vaccine" ultimatums. This in turn has caused most mftrs to cut back
on the variety of products they are producing, and focussing only on higher demand items, or what they consider to be of
greater necessity. To manage ourselves in these trying times, we similarily are clearing out or have temporarily
discontinued items that are deemed "slow movers", and/or we have changed some items to an L or S code. L code means
an added Lead time (typically +3-6 days). S code means Special Order (typically 2 weeks but it is dependant on the
manufacturer and must be quoted and confirmed per each order). Items that are not marked as an L or S are considered
standard stock items. Generally there is no limit on volume but we do look out for regular buyers who are counting on the
stock being available, and thus may at times need to limit volumes. We are updating our catalogue more frequently to try
to keep notification of this as up to date as possible.
To confirm, we are committed to providing quality environmental products and services in a safe manner during these ever
changing circumstances. We are well stocked to try to weather the storm but sadly prices are higher than we would like to
see, and it is important to give yourself an extra day when ordering in case there are any shortages / alternatives to
discuss. To provide quick and timely updates we will post any updates on our website at: www.GreenShift.ca. We will
always honour what we have posted. In addition to updates, we also post notices of new items, sales or clearance items,
so please check there whenever you are looking up our catalogue or wanting to make sure you are up to date on
everything. To help with rising prices, we have implemented a bonus program whereby 5% of the subtotal of each
order can go toward a number of items we either bought pre-increase, or have excess of.

Delivery Related Adjustments:
* Many drivers and courier companies are having deliveries only to be taken to the first dry spot (whether that is a loading
dock, or just inside the doors). Inside Delivery, to a basement or storage room must ensure everyone is comfortablem and
it generally incurs added fees. This is subjective or can be discussed if there are any concerns. All notes are kept on file
re: any special delivery notes/requirements.
* All orders from our driver require a signature. We understand you are busy and may only be able to sign off on the box
count at the time of delivery. Please always check your order after receiving. If anything is not as it should be, it is
important to report that to us by email to Operations@GreenShift.ca within 24hours. If you do not report any issues
within 48hours, deliveries will be deemed to be complete and correct. If you require items to be left unattended,
please ask us for the "Authorization to leave unattended form". Deliveries by Can Par or other carriers are subject to their
own policies but it is essentially the same.
* Please note that lockdowns and covid policies have caused entire supply chains to be disrupted. This time was also
used by companies to replace human help with artificial intelligence and automated attendants, so service at all levels is
not really what it use to be. We are trying our best to ensure that everthing is smooth and seemless but please allow
extra time when ordering to prevent stress or disappointment. If not specified, we are defaulting to the "Flex" /
"Economy" service which means 1-8 days (depending on your location). Note that we always aspire for "under
promise/over deliver" but IF you need it guaranteed sooner, we offer "Standard" (midway time range) and "Rush" /
"Expedited" services. To confirm, this means, if you need an order guaranteed by a set day you must specify that clearly
as a special request. Note that it helps if you acknowledge that you are aware that a surcharge will apply for "guaranteed
next day service" as delays are added in the process of confirming the rush charges. In all cases, it is important to
review your order confirmations and to note that most orders are sent back for you to review before it is
confirmed in order to ensure accuracy and transparency.

Price Levels:
We have designed pricing levels to match what we have found people / companies are looking for. While everyone wants the lowest price,
some people prefer the delivery cost to be built in , some want lower minimum orders, some care more about the ability for exceptionally fast,
complete orders with top notch customer service.
Pricing categories were designed to offer the best combination of delivery rates, minimum orders, and pricing per case. 6
categories are explained below but this catalogue is designed for wholesale account holders so only L30, L40 and L50 are
shown in the following pages of the catalogue pricing.

L10: INDIVIDUALS / NON BUSINESS / NO ACCOUNT. It is not shown in the catalogue but it is a simple pre-paid
transaction. Min. order is $25 and delivery is a flat fee of $30 for most central locations across Canada.

L20: BUSINESSES & ORGANIZATIONS who do not have an account. It is not shown in the catalogue. This is designed
as a simple pre-paid transaction that can be done immediately over the phone or by email, for companies without an
account. Delivery is heavily subsidized. Call or email: orders@GreenSupplyHouse.com! Min. Order is $75. Delivery is subsidized on
orders over $150.

L30 is for BUSINESSES & ORGANIZATIONS who have an account and want the flexibility of a small minimum order, or
prefer the heavily subsidized delivery. Min. Order is $75. Delivery is subsidized on orders over $150. This is
recommended esp. for anyone not on a major shipping route.

L40: is for BUSINESSES & ORGANIZATIONS who order regularly and prefer the balance of lower unit price and
delivery still semi built into the unit price.
$300. Delivery is subsidized on ALL orders.

Minimum annual for this category is $6000. Min Order is $300. Min Order is

L50: BUSINESSES & ORGANIZATIONS with an account ordering regularly between $750 - $5000/order (Minimum of
30,000/yr, commonly much larger). Min Order is $300. Delivery is subsidized on a sliding scale, on orders >$1000, increasingly so at
thresholds for every $1000 (ie. 2K, 3K, 4K etc.). Orders < $700 have a min delivery fee / no delivery subsidy.

L6X: DISTRIBUTORS/RESELLERS - Custom Pricing / Prices are FOB our warehouse / Pick-Up or Delivery / Contact us for pricing.
Price categories are assigned to your account based on information gathered at the time of creating your account and/or are adjusted
based on periodic reviews of accounts. If you feel that you are in an incorrect category, please submit your reasoning to
accounting@GreenShift.ca and we will review the account to ensure that you are in the correct category.

If you are looking for custom pricing or special orders, or do not fit one of the categories described, please contact us to discuss.

Guarantees:
Green Shift™ stands behind the quality of all products sold through the Green Supply House™. If something does not meet your expectations
please tell us. We will do everything we can to rectify the problem in a sensitive and timely fashion. The most important guarantee that comes
with anything from Green Shift™ is that your purchasing dollars go layers beneath the surface. Sales are a means to an end for us, not an end
in itself. In addition to a lot of time in pioneering work and expertise in sourcing, screening and educating, we put a lot of time and expense into
monitoring and pushing for environmental improvements. Although we have made a lot of headway, there is always more to be done. Despite
these additional costs, we strive to be very competitive with companies who do not put any time into this and those who offset the costs of
environmental products with non-eco products. If our prices are ever perceived as anything but fair we would appreciate hearing about it as
market conditions are always changing and we need be vigilant with manufacturers. We sincerely hope you will help us with our fight for
environmental stewardship, given that we are inside of an industry that a strong tendency to cut corners and roll back environmental measures
if it is not carefully watched over. We thank you in advance for helping with these goals, and for growing a strong collective voice for social and
environmental well being!

Section 1

Paper Stock
Made in Canada - tree-free where possible.

Where trees are involved, from sustainably managed forests, & No chlorine bleach!
***All Office Supply / Paper Stock has a potential added lead time and minimum order of $200 during
Coronavirus Slowdown***
* Most often the lead time in this category is adding only 2-3 days, but this will be noted on your order confirmation.

Copy Paper:
100% Post Consumer Recycled, 100% Processed Chlorine Free, FSC Certified
L011BA0 8.5"x11": 20lb white, 88% Brightness, 10 reams x 500 sheets - 5000/cs

L30
$110.19

L40
$96.97

L50
$88.15

*Volume discount price - based on 40 cases (pallet) Please inquiry
S011BB0 8.5"x14": 20lb white, 88% Brightness, 10 reams x 500 sheets - 5000/cs

Quote on Request

S011BC0 11"x17": 20lb white, 88% Brightness, 5 reams x 500 sheets - 2500/cs

Quote on Request

Note: A wide variety of other paper stocks are available to companies who are strong supporters and are looking for custom
orders (min. $200/order, usually purchased in 26x40 and cut down to size), or for regular, ongoing orders, for which we can
justify stocking it. Please enquire if interested.

Envelopes:
100% Post Consumer Recycled, 100% Processed Chlorine Free, FSC Certified
019AB0 Size 10, Natural Brown Kraft: No chlorine, Min. 70% PCW Recycled Content, FSC - 500/cs

L30
$73.58

L40
$64.75

L50
$58.86

S019AD0 Size 10, White NON Windowed: 100% PCW Recycled Content, FSC - 500/cs

Quote on Request

S019BD0 4.6"x6.75" Natural Non Bleached: Min. 70% PCW Recycled Content, FSC - 1000/cs

Quote on Request

S019BH0 9"x12" Natural Brown Kraft: Non Bleached, Min. 70% PCW Recycled Content, FSC - 500/cs

Quote on Request

S019BJ0 10"x13" Natural Brown Kraft: Non Bleached, Min. 70% PCW Recycled Content, FSC - 1000/cs

Quote on Request

A variety of envelopes are available for "off list"/special order with a short lead time - please enquire if interested.

Section 2

Paper Amenities

High Post-Consumer content = support for our local blue box recycling efforts! Where forests are involved, we source from
sustainably managed forests and ensure that there is no chlorine bleach in any items.

Toilet Paper:
100% Recycled, Min. 40% Post Consumer, 100% Processed Chlorine Free. Made in Canada

L30

021AB0P Standard Size: 2 ply, White Oxygen bleach, Made in Quebec - 48 rolls x 500 sheets/cs

$55.08

$48.47

$44.06

021BAJP Jumbo: 2 ply, 3.3"Core, White Oxygen bleach, Made in Quebec - 12 rolls x 1000'/cs

$65.51

$57.65

$52.41

L40

L50

Facial Tissues:
100% Recycled, Min. 45% Post Consumer, 100% Processed Chlorine Free. Made in Canada
022AA0P Natural, White Oxygen bleach: 30 Packages x 100 sheets/cs

L30
$45.03

L40
$39.62

L50
$36.02

Napkins:
100% Recycled, Min. 80% Post Consumer, 100% Processed Chlorine Free, Made in Canada
023AA0P Dinner Napkins: 1 ply (15" x 16.5" folded into 4.12" x 7.8") - 10 x 300 = 3000/cs
023AE3 Serv-One Napkins Interfold: 1 ply, Double Pack - 16x367 = 6016/cs
023BC2 Cocktail Napkins: 1 Ply (4.8" x 4.8"), with printed eco-message - 16 x 500 = 8000/cs
S23AE0 Serv-One Napkins (Interfold): 1 ply, Single Pack - 32x188 = 6016/cs
S23WAA Dinner Napkins: White, Oxygen Bleached, 1 ply (15x16.5" folded to 4.12x7.5) - 3000/cs

L30

L40

L50

$71.65

$63.05

$57.32

$96.78

$85.16

$77.42

$152.51

$134.21 $122.01

Quote on Request
Quote on Request

Paper Towel:
100% Recycled, Min. 80% Post Consumer, 100% Processed Chlorine Free, Made in Canada
L024AA0P Standard Household Style: 30 Rolls x 70 sheets/cs

L30

L40

L50

$56.66

$49.86

$45.33

024BC0P 8 inch roll: Natural Brown Kraft - 425 feet - 12 rolls/cs

$53.25

$46.86

$42.60

024CA2P Singlefold: Natural Brown Kraft - 16 x 250 sheets/cs

$39.83

$35.05

$31.86

$42.55

$37.44

$34.04

L024DA3P Multifold: Natural Brown Kraft - 16 x 250 sheets/cs

Sanitary Bags & Seat Covers:
100% Processed Chlorine Free

L30

L40

L50

L026AA0 Napkin Bags: Natural Brown Kraft, Min. 40% Post-Consumer Recycled Content - 500/cs

Quote on Request

L027AA2 Toilet Seat Covers: 10x250 = 2500/cs

Quote on Request

Section 3

Cleaning

Multi-Purpose Cleaners: Biodegradable
NO Animal Testing, VOC’s, petrochemicals, phosphates, dyes, synthetic fragrances or preservatives
L031AB0 Regular Multi-purpose: (4 x 4L) - 16L/cs

L30
$158.10

L40

L50

$139.13 $126.48

Ultra Multi Purpose, Scent Free - excellent all-purpose highly concentrated cleaner formula, designed for multi-purpose and multi dilutions.
100% biodegradable, renewable resources, Certified Eco-Choice No Testing on Animals. Rated Non hazardous by WHMIS/OSHA, No EDTA
or NTA! Great for hardwood floors, linoleum, carpets, counters, windows, mirrors, toilets… everything!

031BA0 Heavy Duty Cleaner & Degreaser: (4 x 4L) - 16L/cs

$160.38

$141.13 $128.30

WHMIS Exempt, No EDTA, No NTA, No Phosphates, and none of the main concerning chemicals. Certified by Canada's Environmental
Choice Program under ECP33 - highly concentrated. One of the most eco options for a heavy duty multi-purpose on the market.

Glass Cleaner: Biodegradable
100% Plant Based Ingredients, Not tested on Animals, Made in Canada
L036AA0 Pre Diluted Glass Cleaner: (4 x 4L) - 16L/cs

L30
$55.68

L40
$48.99

L50
$44.54

An excellent alternative to "Windex"! No ammonium and void of chemicals of common concern; it does not contain any petroleum
solvents, D-limonene, Alcohols, Phenol Ethoxylates, Phospates, Silicates, Nitrates, EDTA, NTA, Added Preservatives, Mineral Acids,
Alkalies, Artificial Dyes, Fragrances, or Optical Brighteners. Certified with Canada’s Eco Logo. Not Tested on Animals! Almost no
VOC’s, No Caustics or Acids, Non-Alkali. Non-Toxic, Non-Flamable, Non-Hazardous. Rated Non-hazardous by WHMIS/OSHA and
complies with all EPA, USDA, and MIOSHA regulations.

S036AA4 Cleaner: Glass, Pre-Diluted, small bottles with trigger - 6 x 946ml/cs *Special Order Item*

Quote on Request

Dish & Laundry Soap: Biodegradable
100% Plant Based Ingredients, Not tested on Animals, Made in Canada
037AD1 Dish Wash: Fragrance Free (not for auto dishwashers) (6 x 740ml)/cs

L30

L40

L50

$37.34

$32.86

$29.87

$39.86

$35.08

$31.89

$103.74

$91.29

$82.99

L037AP0 Dish Powder Tablets: Hypoallergenic, EcoMax, for auto dishwashers (8bags x 20tabs)-160/cs

$80.89

$71.18

$64.71

L037AP2 Dish Powder Tablets: Hypoallergenic, EcoMax, for auto dishwashers (4bags x 50tabs)-200/cs

$92.35

$81.27

$73.88

L037BB0 Laundry Wash: HE - Hypoallergenic, EcoMax (4 x 3L) -12L/cs

$78.58

$69.15

$62.86

L037AE0 Dish Wash: Orange, Gentle, Non-Toxic, 100% Plant-Based Ingredients - (6 x 740ml)/cs
L037AE4 Dish Wash: Orange, Gentle, Non-Toxic, 100% Plant-Based Ingredients - (2x4L)/cs

Hand Soap: Biodegradable
100% Plant Based Ingredients, Made in Canada, Not tested on Animals

L30

L40

L50

Biodegradable, Non Toxic, People and Planet safe. Not Tested on Animals! No EDTA, No NTA, No NPE’s, No Sodium Lauryl Sulfate, No Sodium Laureth
Sulfate, No Phosphates, No artificial fragrances, No unnecessary chemical additives. Carefully manufactured to omit all of the chemicals that are
harmful to people or the environment (omitting any chemicals that have ever been suspected of causing cancer, drying, defatting and/or
irritating).WHMIS exempt – complies with all EPA, USDA, and MIOSHA regulations. Refill system helps the environment and reduces waste cost.

033AF2 Foaming Hand Wash: Fragrance Free, 2.5x more washes than liquid soap (4x4L) -16L/cs
033AA0

Unscented Liquid Soap: White (4 x 4ltr) - 16L/cs

* meets all of the above EXCEPT it does contain Sodium
Lauryl Sulfate. Great eco alternaitve to typical "pink soap" in bars/restaurants. Ideal for refilling dispensers.

$71.65

$63.05

$57.32

$60.45

$53.20

$48.36

Section 3

Cleaning

Disinfectant & Deoderizer: Biodegradable
100% Plant Based Ingredients, “Food Grade”. CFIA S432, Not tested on Animals

L30

L40

L50

Benefect is an exceptional natural disinfectant and deoderizer! The only product certified as a natural disinfectant by Health Canada! EPA rated to kill
over 99% of common disease-causing organisms inc. COVID 19, Staph, Salmonella, E-Coli, Influenza, MRSA and more. It is made from Thyme Oil,
and surpasses the government’s germ killing requirements for hospital disinfectants and is a legitimate replacement for extremely harsh and
dangerous chemicals that otherwise are used to kill germs, such as synthetic quaternary ammonia or chlorine. Benefect is truly safe, and effective!

034BB0
S034BWP

Benefect Decon30 Disinfectant: Low Fragrance, efficacy same as above. Ideal for Covid19, not for
blood trauma. Certified 30 second kill time!! Ready to use/not concentrate - 4x4L

$206.63

$181.83 $165.30

Benefect Decon30 Wipes: Same as above but sold in a pail with individual wipes that pull out one
at a time. (250 wipes/pail) -6 pails/cs

$300.00

$264.00 $240.00

S034BWIP Benefect Decon30 Wipes: Same as above - individual pail

$53.55

$47.12

$42.84

Urinal Pucks & Screens:
Enzymatic Non Para pucks to replace cancer causing paradichlorobenzene.

L30

L035BD0P Urinal Screens: EIEKS-40 citrus scent, 60 day - 12/cs

L40

L50

Quote on Request

L035BE2 Urinal pucks: non-para - 24/cs

Quote on Request

Latex Gloves: Biodegradable *Note:Supplier cost of gloves during the panademic have unfortunately been increasing
Natural fibres from Rubber Trees, Unpowdered. Alternative to the common Poison Plastic#3

L30

L40

L50

039CA2 Small: (10 x 100) - 1000/cs

$113.88

$100.21

$91.10

039CB2 Medium: (10 x 100) - 1000/cs

$114.00

$100.32

$91.20

039CC2 Large: (10 x 100) - 1000/cs

$114.13

$100.43

$91.30

Cloths, Mops & Mop Handles:
L039AB2/3 Microfibre Cloths: Blue or Green, Soft, Magnetically charged, Non-abrasive - 10/cs

Quote on Request

039ADWP T-Shirt Wiping Rags: Previously Worn T-Shift, Cleaned, White - 24lb/bag

Quote on Request

L039AF0 Terry Cloth Towels: 12/cs

Quote on Request

S039BB0 16oz Replaceable String Mop Heads: 12/cs

Quote on Request

S039BD2 24oz Replaceable String Mop Heads: 12/cs

Quote on Request

Spray Bottles with Trigger Spray:
R039DA0 Spray Bottles (Individual bottle with trigger spray) *Available in Retail* 15% off for 10+

Dispensers:
*** Factory direct. Pictures, options and/or catalogues are available upon request.
Dispensers to compliment the products we offer include but are not limited to:
Dispensers for Toilet Paper, Paper Towel, Napkins, Soap, Deoderizers, Cups and Straws
We offer discounts up to cost for those who are buying the complimentary items from us.
Please enquire if you would like discuss options and have us send you some pictures and prices

Quote on Request

Section 5

Waste Bags

Garbage Bags: NOT Biodegradable (Note - there are no "Real" Biodegradable waste bags on the market)
(Black) 30% Pre-Consumer Recycled Content, Made in Canada

L30

L40

L50

053AA0 Black, Regular, 22"x24" - 500/cs

$41.53

$36.54

$33.22

053BB0 Black, Strong, 26"x36" - 200/cs

$34.76

$30.59

$27.81

053CC0 Black, X Strong, 30"x38" - 125/cs

$32.89

$28.94

$26.31

053DC0 Black, X Strong, 35"x50" - 100/cs

$42.65

$37.53

$34.12

053ED0 Black, XX Strong, 42"x48" - 50/cs

$39.35

$34.63

$31.48

Recycling Bags: NOT Biodegradable (Note - there are no "Real" Biodegradable waste bags on the market)
(Clear) Minimum 10% Pre-Consumer Recycled Content, Made in Canada

L30

L40

L50

054AA0 Clear, Regular, 22"x24" - 500/cs

$45.18

$39.75

$36.14

054BC0 Clear, X Strong, 26"x36" - 125/cs

$33.96

$29.89

$27.17

054CB0 Clear, Strong, 30"x38" - 200/cs

$48.64

$42.80

$38.91

054DC0 Clear, X Strong, 35"x50" - 100/cs

$47.15

$41.49

$37.72

054EC0 Clear, X Strong, 42"x48" - 75/cs

$47.00

$41.36

$37.60

Compost Liner Bags: Biodegradable & Compostable
100% vegetable material, NOT Petroleum! Non-Toxic, GMO-free, Made in Canada

L30

L40

L50

L055AB0 Liner: 22" x 24" (ideal for sm. substation)(20 bags x 24 boxes) - 480/cs

$208.69

$183.65 $166.95

L055AE0 Liner: 25" x 30" Fits Toronto Residential Green Bin, (10 bags x 24 boxes) - 240/cs

$162.81

$143.28 $130.25

L055AH0 Liner: 35" x 50" - 125/cs

$178.26

$156.87 $142.61

Section 6

Food Bags

Paper Food Bags: Biodegradable & Compostable
Natural Kraft/Unbleached, 100% Recycled, 70% Post Consumer, Food Grade, No liner

L30

L40

L50

062AA1P Bag: Paper, 1lb (6.8"L x 3.5"W x 2.2"D) - blank/no print, Food Grade, Multi Use - 500/cs

$25.71

$22.63

$20.57

062AA2 Bag: Paper, 3lb (8"L x 4"W x 3"D) - w/ eco msg print, Food Grade, Multi Use - 1000/cs

$75.51

$66.45

$60.41

062AB2 Bag: Paper, 5lb (11"L x 5"W x 3.5"D) - w/ eco msg print, Food Grade, Multi Use - 1000/cs

$77.23

$67.96

$61.78

062AD2 Bag: Paper, 10lb (13"L x 6"W x 4"D ) - w/ eco msg print, Food Grade, Multi Use - 500/cs

$52.89

$46.54

$42.31

062AE2 Bag: Paper, 20lb (16"L x 8"W x 5"D) - w/ eco msg print, Food Grade, Multi Use - 500/cs

$97.99

$86.23

$78.39

062AF2 Bag: Paper, 50lb (17"L x 12"W x 7"D) - w/ eco msg print, Food Grade, Multi Use - 500/cs

$134.54

$118.39 $107.63

Paper Lined Bags: Biodegradable & Compostable
Plant Lining, Not Petroleum! Natural Unbleached, 70% Post-Consumer Recycled Content

L30

L40

L50

062BC0 Bag: 1/2 lb, Paper w/ Veg liner, 7.8"L x 3.4"W x2.5"D, tin-tie (for coffee, nuts etc.) - 1000/cs

$360.46

$317.21 $288.37

062BE0 Bag: 1 lb, Paper w/ Veg liner, 10.5"L x 4.25"W x 2.5"D, tin-tie (for coffee, nuts etc.) - 1000/cs

$416.95

$366.92 $333.56

062BI0 Bag: 5 lb, Paper w/ Veg liner, 18"L x 6.5"W x 4"D, tin-tie (for coffee, nuts etc.) - 500/cs

$477.03

$419.78 $381.62

$448.91

$395.04 $359.13

062WE0 Bag: 1 lb, Paper w/ Veg liner, 9.5"L x 4.75"W x 2.5"D, w/ Window, tin-tie - 1000/cs
061BA0 Bag: Paper, 4.5"L x 5"W x 1.5"D, Pastries, Sandwich / Food Grade, Multi Use - 2000/cs

$72.99

$64.23

$58.39

061BB0 Bag: Paper, 7.25"L x 6"W x .75"D, Pastries, Sandwich / Food Grade, Multi Use - 2000/cs

$94.59

$83.24

$75.67

062WS3 Bag: Paper w/ Veg liner, 3.5" PLA window (9"L x 6.5"W x2.5"D) (for Sandwiches) - 1000/cs

$187.99

$165.43 $150.39

Clear Bags: Biodegradable & Compostable
100% Plant Material, Not Petroleum! PLA film is crunchy like cellophane, not soft like "saran wrap"
062CE3 Bag: Clear, PLA, Grease & Moisture-Resistant (8.5"L x 4.25W" x 2.5D")-500/cs *Disc during Covid

Quote on Request

*Custom Sizes available - min order of 25,000 - Will stock for regular buyers

Shopping Bags: Biodegradable & Compostable
Natural Brown Kraft, 100% Recycled Content, Min. 80% Post Consumer

L30

L40

L50

063AE2 Bag: Paper w/Handle, 10"L x 5"W x 13"H, Natural Brown Kraft, w eco msg, Bulk - 250/cs

$272.68

$239.95 $218.14

063AF2 Bag: Paper w/Handle, 13"L x 7"W x 13"H , Natural Brown Kraft, w eco-msg, Bullk - 250/cs

$326.08

$286.95 $260.86

Section 7

Cups

Clear Drink Cups: Biodegradable & Compostable
Made from 100% plant material (PLA), 100% petroleum free: For Room Temperature and below! *All made in NA except the 5 oz = Taiwan
5,7,12&24oz cups are printed (French/English)"100% Compostable, Made from Plants not Petroleum"

071AA2 Cups: 5oz, Clear, PLA, w/ fluted top and a 3.4oz pour line - 2000/cs

L30

L40

L50

$297.21

$261.55 $237.77

$222.51

$195.81 $178.01

$216.80

$190.78 $173.44

$284.89

$250.70 $227.91

071AJ0 Cups: 16oz, Clear, PLA (18oz fill capacity) - 1000/cs

$334.39

$294.26 $267.51

071AK2 Cups: 20oz, Clear, PLA (20oz fill capacity) - 1000/cs

$413.40

$363.79 $330.72

071AN0 Cups: 24oz, Clear, PLA (24oz fill capacity) - 600/cs

$304.24

$267.73 $243.39

071AB0 Cups: 7oz, Clear, PLA (7oz fill capacity) - 1000/cs
071AC0 Cups: 9oz, Clear, PLA (9.5oz fill capacity) Squat - 1000/cs (unprinted)
071AG0 Cups: 12oz, Clear, PLA (14oz fill capacity) - 1000/cs

mftr restrictions
on printing so 9,
12 & 16oz may
be unprinted as
a "temp" stock.

Custom Printing and other sizes available on large orders: Enquire if interested

Lids: Biodegradable & Compostable
Made from 100% renewable resources - PLA: For Room Temperature and below!

L30

L40

L50

071BG0 Lids: fits 9oz - 071AC0, Flat, PLA with hole -1000/cs

$121.23

$106.68

071DD0 Lids: fits 9oz - 071AC0, Dome, NO hole - 1000/cs

$182.38

$160.49 $145.90

071BH0 Lids: fits 12/16/20 & 24oz, Flat with hole - 1000/cs

$125.06

$110.06 $100.05

071DH0 Lids: fits 12/16/20 & 24oz, Flat, NO hole - 1000/cs

$123.61

$108.78

071CE0 Lids: fits 12/16/20 & 24oz, Dome with hole for straw - 1000/cs

$182.38

$160.49 $145.90

071SE0 Lids: fits 12/16/20 & 24oz, Raised w/ SIP hole Lid - 1000/cs

$169.55

$149.20 $135.64

$96.98

$98.89

Straws: Biodegradable & Compostable
Made from 100% renewable resources - PLA: For Room Temperature and below!
0812AU Straws: Paper, Unwrapped, 8inch/20.3cm, 6mm diameter (8x400) - 3200/cs

L30

L40

L50

$154.99

$136.39 $123.99

0812AW Straws: Paper, Wrapped, 8inch/20.3cm, 6mm diameter (8x400) - 3200/cs

$162.51

$143.01 $130.01

0812DW Straws: Paper, Wrapped, 10inch/25.5cm, 6mm diameter (8x400) - 3200/cs

$192.23

$169.16 $153.78

0812DJW Straws: Paper, Wrapped, 10inch/25.5cm, 10mm diameter (8x200) - 1600/cs

$146.45

$128.88 $117.16

$223.51

$196.69 $178.81

081AUS Straws: Vegetable Plastic, Unwrapped, 8inch/20.3cm, 6mm diameter (12x400)- 4800/cs

Cups

Section 7
Hot Drink Cups:

Biodegradable & Compostable

Vegetable lining. 30% Post Consumer, 70% Sustainably Harvested / Printed (French/English) w eco msg
072AA0 4oz Cups: (3.87oz fill capacity) - 1000/cs

$140.90

$123.99 $112.72

072AC0 8oz Cups: (9.48oz fill capacity) - 1000/cs

$179.83

$158.25 $143.86

072AD0 10oz Cups: (12.19oz fill capacity) - 1000/cs

$192.66

$169.54 $154.13

072AF0 12oz Cups: (13.5oz fill capacity) - 1000/cs

$203.68

$179.23 $162.94

072AJ2 16oz Cups: (17.4oz fill capacity) - 600/cs

$144.95

$127.56 $115.96

072AK0 20oz Cups: (20.24oz fill capacity) - 800/cs

$222.04

$195.39 $177.63

Custom Printing and other sizes available on large orders: Enquire if interested

Lids: 1 option Biodegradable & Compostable
1 Plant fibre lid (petroleum free) / others are unfortunately standard Poly

L30

L40

L50

072DD0 Lids: Biodegradable Cream Dome (fits 10-20oz, 072AD0-AK0) - 1200/cs

$187.86

072BD0 Lids: Black Raised - Dome (fits 10/12/16/20oz cups, 072AD0-AK0) - 1200/cs

$101.31

$89.16

$81.05

$63.54

$55.91

$50.83

072CD0 Lids: White Flat, (fits 10/12/16/20oz cups) - 1000/cs

$70.65

$62.17

$56.52

072FC0 Lids: White Raised - Dome (fits 8oz cups - 072AC0) - 1000/cs

$78.99

$69.51

$63.19

$102.76

$90.43

$82.21

$62.48

$54.98

$49.98

S072CC0 Lids: White Flat, (fits 8oz cups) - 1000/cs *Special Order during Covid

072FD0 Lids: White Raised - Dome (fits 10/12/16/20oz cups, 072AD0-AK0) - 1200/cs
S072CA0 Lids: White flat, (fits 4oz cups) - 1000/cs

$165.32 $150.29

Cup Sleeves: Biodegradable & Compostable
100% Recycled Content, min 40% PCW, 100% Chlorine Free. Printed w eco msg.
S073AE0 Sleeves: Natural Brown Kraft, Chlorine Free (fits 8oz Hot Cups) - 1500/cs
073AF0 Sleeves: Natural Unbleached, w/ eco msg, fits 10/12/16/20oz Hot Cups, 072AD0-K0-1200/cs

L30

L40

L50

$159.38

$140.25 $127.50

$177.89

$156.54 $142.31

Cup Carrier: Biodegradable & Compostable
100% Recycled Content, min 80% PCW, 100% Chlorine Free
074AB3P Cup Carrier: Natural Brown Kraft, Chlorine Free (fits all cups) Holds up to 4 cups - 300/cs

L30
$68.90

L40
$60.63

L50
$55.12

Stir Stix: Biodegradable & Compostable
100% Natural Bamboo, Unbleached, Sustainably Grown
082BX1 Stir Stix: Bamboo, Sustainable Resources, 100% Biodegradable, Bulk - 6000/cs

L30
$96.94

L40
$86.08

L50
$77.55

Section 8

Other / Accessories

Utensils: Biodegradable & Compostable
100% Plant Material, Not Petroleum! (Beware - the market is flooded with fake bio cutlery!)

L30

L40

L50

082SA2 Knives: 6", Strong, 100% biodegradable & compostable - 1000/cs

$106.54

$93.75

$85.23

082SB2 Forks: 6", Strong, 100% Biodegradable, made from Corn - 1000/cs

$106.54

$93.75

$85.23

082SC2 Spoons: 6", Strong, 100% Biodegradable, made from Corn - 1000/cs

$106.54

$93.75

$85.23

082SM3 Mini Spoons: 100% biodegradable & Compostable, Made from Corn - 2000/cs

$164.70

S082KIT Cutlery Kit: Knife, Fork, Spoon, Napkin combo, Certified Compostable - 250/cs

$144.94 $131.76

Quote on Request

S082FIND Forks: Certified Biodegradable & Compostable, Individually wrapped - 750/cs

$149.69

$131.73 $119.75

S082KIND Knives: Certified Biodegradable & Compostable, Individually wrapped - 750/cs

$149.69

$131.73 $119.75

S082SIND Spoons: Certified Biodegradable & Compostable, Individually wrapped - 750/cs

$149.69

$131.73 $119.75

*******

Straws & Stir Sticks… Find with Cold Cups / Hot Cups

Sandwich Skewers: Biodegradable & Compostable
100% Natural Bamboo, Sustainably Harvested
083AC2 Skewer: Bamboo Sandwich Pick -9cm -curly Q end (100 bags of 100)-10,000/cs

L30

15% off if you say
you saw it here

083AD2 Skewer: Bamboo Sandwich Pick -12cm-curyl Q end (100 bags of 100)-10,000/cs

L40

L50

$199.40

$175.47 $159.52

$207.08

$182.23 $165.66

Mini Bowls: Biodegradable & Compostable
Made from Plants, NOT Petroleum! - NOT for Hot food/liquid PLA is Made in North America

L30

L40

L50

088A10 1oz Clear, Cup, PLA - 3000 cups/cs

$202.36

$178.08 $161.89

088GA0 2oz Portion Cup/Bowl, Clear, PLA (for dips, dressing, sauces, samples) - 2000/cs

$142.71

$125.59 $114.17

088GAX Lid: fits 2oz 088GA0, Clear, PLA - 2000 cups/cs

$120.83

$106.33

088GB0 3.25oz Portion Cup/Bowl, Clear, PLA, (for dips, dressing, sauces) - 2000/cs

$205.09

$180.48 $164.07

088GC0 4oz Portion Cup/Bowl, Clear, PLA (for dips, dressing, sauces) - 2000 /cs

$224.80

$197.82 $179.84

088GBX Lid: fits 3.25oz & 4oz 088BG0 & GC0, Clear, PLA - 2000/cs

$170.43

$149.97 $136.34

088CC2 4oz Insert Cup, Clear, PLA (fits inside 9-24oz cold cups -071AC0/AH0/AL0/AN0)-1000/cs

$151.76

$133.55 $121.41

088BD2 4oz/100ml Square, 3" Sq x 11/8" deep, Non Bleached Sugarcane - 500/cs

$64.40

$56.67

$96.66

$51.52

Paper Wraps and Bakery Liners: Biodegradable & Compostable
100% Vegetable lining / No Petroleum! (eco alt for parchment / petroleum coated papers)

L30

089SH0 Paper Liners: Natural Brown, Grease Resistant - 12"x12" - 2000/cs *Covid shortages

$88.55

089SH2 Paper Liners: Natural Brown, Grease Resistant - 14"x14" - 4000/cs

$271.48

L40
$77.92

L50
$70.84

$238.90 $217.18

Plates & Bowls

Section 9

NOTHING CONTAINS PFAS

Sugarcane PLATES: Biodegradable & Compostable
Natural Non Bleached - Renewable resources, 100% free of Petroleum & Chlorine!

L30

092DC0 Plate: Rectangular 3.5" x 6.75" x .8", Natural Unbleached Sugarcane - 500/cs

L40

L50

$89.53

$78.78

$71.62

092AA0 Plate: Round 6" Heavy Weight, Natural Unbleached Sugarcane - 1000/cs

$111.95

$98.52

$89.56

092AB0 Plate: Round 7" Heavy Weight, Natural Unbleached Sugarcane - 1000/cs

$145.01

$127.61 $116.01

092AC0 Plate: Round 9" Heavy Weight, Natural Unbleached Sugarcane - 500/cs

$123.56

$108.74

092AD0 Plate: Round 10" Heavy Weight, Natural Unbleached Sugarcane - 500/cs

$154.58

$136.03 $123.66

092SC0 Plate: Square 8" Heavy Weight, Nice Trim, 100% Natural Unbleached Sugarcane - 500/cs

$131.69

$115.89 $105.35

092SD0 Plate: Square 10" Heavy Weight, Nice Trim, 100% Natural Unbleached Sugarcane - 500/cs

$192.79

$169.65 $154.23

$215.73

$189.84 $172.58

$98.85

Sugarcane BOWLS (w/ lid option): Biodegradable & Compostable
Natural Non Bleached - Renewable resources, 100% free of Petroleum & Chlorine!
098DF0 Bowl: Rectangular 15oz/425ml (6.8" x 4.7"x 1.6") Natural Unbleached Sugarcane-1000/cs
098DFX Lid: Sugarcane, fits 098DF0 - 500/cs **Note Bowls are 1000/cs

$84.38

098DM0 Bowl: Rectangular 30oz/850ml (6.5" x 5" x 1.7") Natural Unbleached Sugarcane-400/cs

$166.78

098DMX Lid: Sugarcane, Raised

$113.58

(1.5"),

fits 098DM0 Bowl, Natural Unbleached - 500/cs

$74.25

$67.50

$146.76 $133.42
$99.95

$90.86

098DV0 Bowl: Rectangular 54oz/1600ml (7.75" x 6.25" x 3") - 400/cs

$188.90

$166.23 $151.12

098DVX Lid: Sugarcane, Flat, fits 098DV0 bowl, Natural Unbleached - 400/cs

$122.04

$107.39

$97.63

098BL5 Bowl: Round 28oz, 6.7 diameter x 2.3 deep - 500/cs (no lid)

30% off Sale for bowls

$210.26

$185.03 $168.21

098BM0 Bowl: Round 32.5oz/1000 ml, 7" diameter x 2.3 deep - 500/cs (no lid)

that don't have lids - if
you say you saw it
here!

$210.26

$185.03 $168.21

$119.78

$105.40

$130.56

$114.90 $104.45

098BN7 RBowl: Round 32.5oz/1000 ml - 300/cs

098BN7X Rlid: Clear Poly Lid to fit BN7 above - 300/cs (note - also a pretty good fit on 098BM0)

$95.82

Pizza Tray: Biodegradable & Compostable
Natural Unbleached, 100% Post Consumer Recycled Content, FSC Certified, Made in Canada
092T80 Pizza Slice Tray: 8 inch, Natural unbleached w eco-msg - 500/cs

$112.86

$99.32

$90.29

Palm Leaf: Biodegradable & Compostable
Made from the sheaths of fallen palm leaves. Ideal for high end function where you cannot use reusable plates and bowls. Beyond their good looks & environmental merits, they
are durable and hold up well for hot and moist foods.

092VP2x4 Plate: 2x4" Verterra Palmware - 600/cs

$286.53

$252.14 $229.22

092VP03 Plate: 3" Sq Verterra Palmware - 600/cs

$286.13

$251.79 $228.90

092VP40 Plate: 4" Sq Verterra Palmware - 600/cs

$292.59

$257.48 $234.07

092VP60 Plate: 6" Sq Verterra Palmware - 300/cs

$201.63

$177.43 $161.30

R92VP70 Plate: 7" Sq Verterra Palmware - 300/cs

$209.20

$184.10 $167.36

092VP80 Plate: 8" Sq Verterra Palmware - 300/cs

$224.50

$197.56 $179.60

098VB30 Bowl: 3.5" Round Verterra Palmware - 600/cs

$286.06

$251.74 $228.85

R98VB3S Bowl: 3.5" Sq Verterra Palmware - 600/cs

$286.06

$251.74 $228.85

R98VB8 Bowl: 8" Sq Verterra Palmware - 300/cs

$301.68

$265.47 $241.34

** Discounts available on multiple cases of some palmware - ask at time of ordering

Section 9

Plates, Bowls & Containers

Paper Bowls: Biodegradable & Compostable
100% Vegetable Coating. Not Petroleum! (double lined - for hot or cold foods) - Made in USA

L30

L40

L50

095AC0 Bowl: 8oz, Biodegradable - 1000/cs (printed w eco msg + GS insignia)

$237.70

$209.18 $190.16

095AF0 Bowl: 12oz, Biodegradable - 1000/cs (printed w eco msg + GS insignia)

$296.70

$261.10 $237.36

095AJ0 Bowl: 16oz, Biodegradable - 500/cs (printed w eco msg + GS insignia)

$198.36

$174.56 $158.69

095AN0 Bowl: 32oz, Biodegradable - 500/cs (printed w eco msg + GS insignia)

$277.21

$243.95 $221.77

095BCX2 Lid: COMPOSTABLE Opaque (fits 8oz Bowls) - 1000/cs

$198.28

$174.48 $158.62

095BFX2 Lid: COMPOSTABLE Opaque (fits 12oz Bowls) - 1000/cs

$223.55

$196.72 $178.84

095BJX2 Lid: COMPOSTABLE Opaque (fits16/32oz Bowls) - 500/cs

$126.00

$110.88 $100.80

093BG0 Bowl: 10oz with snap on lid, PLA - 250/cs

$121.09

$106.56

093BH0 Bowl: 16oz with Tamper Evident Lid, PLA - 250/cs

$167.63

$147.51 $134.10

093BJ2 Bowl: 32oz with Tamper Evident Lid, PLA - 150/cs

$143.81

$126.56 $115.05

Clear PLA - Bowls w lids:

Biodegradable & Compostable

Certified 100% Biodegradable & Compostable. Made from Plants, 100% Petroleum Free! NOT for Hot food/liquid
$96.87

S093BP3 Bowl: 48oz with snap on Lid, PLA - 250/cs

Quote on Request

S093BP3 Lid: fits 093BP3, inset, clear, PLA - 250/cs

Quote on Request

Other Clear PLA Containers: Biodegradable & Compostable
Made from Plants, 100% Petroleum Free! NOT for Hot food/liquid
093CF2 Container: 8oz, PLA, clear, Round, Deli, biodegradable - 750/cs

$189.73

$166.96 $151.78

093CG2 Container: 12oz, PLA, clear, Round, Deli, biodegradable - 500/cs

$150.98

$132.86 $120.78

093CH2 Container: 16oz, PLA, clear, Round, Deli, biodegradable - 750/cs

$233.79

$205.73 $187.03

093CX2 Lid: for 093CF,CG,CH 100% Biodegradable Plastic - 500/cs

$117.23

$103.16

$93.78

S094AA0 Sandwich Wedge, (6.5" x 3.5" x 3.0") PLA - 500/cs

Quote on Request

S094AAX Lid: for Sandwich Wedge (6.5" x 3.5" x .375") PLA - 500/cs

Quote on Request

Section 9

Containers

NOTHING CONTAINS PFAS

Sugarcane w/ Hinged Lids: Biodegradable & Compostable
Natural Non Bleached, Renewable resources, 100% free of Petroleum & Chlorine!

L30

L40

L50

091AAT Hinged lid: Square, Single Compartment, Temp stock on regular 091AA0 BBox - 400/cs

$146.40

$128.83 $117.12

091AB0 Hinged lid: Rectangle, Single Compartment, 7.2"L x 5.4"W x 2.56"H - 500/cs

$162.46

$142.97 $129.97

091AF0 Hinged lid: Rectangle, Single Compartment, 9"L x 5"W x 3"H - 500/cs

$221.29

$194.73 $177.03

091AD0 Hinged lid: Square, Single Compartment, 8"L x 8.5"W x 3"H - 300/cs

$151.56

$133.38 $121.25

091AC0 Hinged lid: Rectangle, 2 Compartment, 9.3"L x 6.5"W x 2.6"H - 250/cs

$111.43

$98.05

$89.14

Clear PLA w/ Hinged Lids: Biodegradable & Compostable
Made from Plants, 100% Petroleum Free! NOT for Hot food/liquid
S091BA0 Hinged lid: Rectangle, 6"L x 5.4"W x 1.6"H - 200/cs

Quote on Request

S091BB0 Hinged lid: Rectangle, 6"L x 5.4"W x 2.5"H - 200/cs

Quote on Request

091BC0 Hinged lid: Square Container, Inside: 5.5"L x 5.5"W x 3.2"H - 250/cs

$143.60

$126.37 $114.88

091BD0 Hinged lid: Square Container, Inside: 8"L x 7"W x 2.85"H - 160/cs

$150.03

$132.02 $120.02

Paper Box w/ Fold in Lids: Biodegradable & Compostable
100% recycled content, Min. 90% post-consumer recycled materials!! 100%Vegetable Coating, Unbleached, FSC Certified,
Petroleum Free, Made in Canada!
091E11 Container #1: 26oz - 5"L x 4.5"W x 2.5"H (top) - 450/cs

$173.51

$152.69 $138.81

$123.03

$108.26

091E31 Container #3: 66oz - 8"L x 6"W x 2.5"H (top) - 200/cs

$126.41

$111.24 $101.13

091E41 Container #4: 96oz - 8"L x 6"W x 3.5"H (top) - 160/cs

$126.53

$111.34 $101.22

091E81 Container #8: 45oz - 6.5"L x 5"W x 2.5"H (top) - 300/cs

$156.16

$137.42 $124.93

091E91 Container #9: 55oz - 8"L x 4"W x 3"H (top) - 200/cs

$161.65

$142.25 $129.32

$120.28

$105.84

$161.14

$141.80 $128.91

S091E21 Container #2: 49oz - 8"L x 6"W x 2"H (top) - 200/cs

091CM0 Container: 8.3"L x 4.5"W x 2.8"H - printed w/ eco msg - 310/cs
091CL0 Container: 9.3’’L x 5"W x 2.3’’H -printed w/ eco msg - 310/cs

Summer Sale - Buy 1 get 1 half price

Custom Printing and other sizes available on large orders: Enquire if interested

$98.42

$96.22

Section 11
Hot Chocolate:

Hot Chocolate & Sugar
**Other available on Special Order

Fair Trade & Organic (Cocoa Camino - La Siembra Cooperative)

L30

L40

L50

S112CC2 Milk Hot Chocolate Tins (2016g) - 6 x 275g tins/cs

Quote on Request

S112CV3 VEGAN DARK Hot Chocolate Tins (2016g) - 6 x 275g tins/cs

Quote on Request

Sugar: Fair Trade & Organic **Other available on Special Order
Fair Trade & Organic (Cocoa Camino - La Siembra Cooperative) **S Code = Special Order

L30

L40

L50

S113AA2 Sugar: Sachets (3.5g/sachet)-1000 sachets/cs

Quote on Request

S113AC0 Sugar: Bulk, Golden Cane, Fair Trade, Organic (6x1 kg) - 6kg

Quote on Request

S113AE0 Sugar: Bulk, Golden Cane, Fair Trade, Organic - 25kg bag

Quote on Request

Ice Melter
Please help get people off of toxic salt! It poisons animals, contaminates soil, water and altogether is terrible for the environment.
S121AB0

Calcium Magnesium Formula: the most environmental option of the commercial grade level of
options. Pellets - 50 lb. bag - 10% Discount for skid volume. Special Handling. SEASONAL

Price will be in fall catalogue

Bamboo Fencing
Beautiful Large rolls of Bamboo - 3 different sizes available - can be cut to preferred size. Excellent for indoors or out, for creating a
fence, a partition wall, a decorative background for any wall. Beautiful Mahagony Colour. *Will fade if left outdoors without a protective
sealant being applied.
FENM150 Fence: Bamboo, Mahagony, 300Wx150Hx3cm (4'11")

$180.45

FENM180 Fence: Bamboo, Mahagony, 300Wx180Hx3cm (5'11")

$195.60

FENM210 Fence: Bamboo, Mahagony, 300Wx210Hx3cm (6'11")

$222.89

.

We do a wide variety of custom printed items. Hot and Cold Cups, Napkins, coffee sleeves, recycling bins, biodegradable labels, etc. Most items require
a minimum of 50,000 units for custom printing but custom labels can be done economically, in as few as 10,000. More information is available upon
request.

Off List Items
** We offer other items that we call "off list" because they may only be stocked as a special item or brought in with an advanced order. In particular
this applies to items that are similar to what you see in our catalogue but in different sizes and shapes, but it also includes things like recycling bins and
dispensers. Our manufacturers often have many sizes or shapes that we do not choose unless we perceive a void or a demand. Some of these are listed
in the catalogue and identified with an "S" for Special Order at the front of the item code but there are too many to list. These are all quoted individually
based on the item and volume of each purchase. Please enquire if interested.

Sale or Clearance Items
if you say you saw it here!

Food Service:
092SC0 Plates: Square, 8" Heavy Weight, Nice Trim, 100% Natural Unbleached Sugarcane - 500/cs

10% off on 3+

092SD0 Plates: Square, 10" Heavy Weight, Nice Trim, 100% Natural Unbleached Sugarcane - 500/cs

10% off on 3+

088BD2 4oz Sq. Bowl: Sugarcane, natural unbleached - 500/cs

15% off on 6+
20% off on 6+

PALMWARE Plates & Bowls - Various Sizes 093CG2 Deli Container: 12oz, Clear, Vegetable Material, 100% Biodegradable & Compostable - 500/cs

15% off

093BG0 10oz Bowl/Lid: Clear, 100% Vegetable PLA, 100% Petroleum free, Biodegradable & Certified Compostable

10% off

091CL0 Large Meal Box: 9.3’’L x 5"W x 2.3’’H - printed w/ eco msg - 310/cs

10% off, or Buy 1 get 1 @
50%

20% off on 4+

088A10 1oz Clear Cup, PLA - 3000 cups/cs
082BX1 Bamboo Stir Stix: Beautiful, Sustainable, Biodegradable & Compostable -6000/cs

20% off on bulk 10+ cases

083AD2 Bamboo Sandwich Picks: 12cm, Beautiful, Sustainable, Biodegradable & Compostable -10,000/cs

15% off

019AB0 Size 10, Natural Brown Kraft: No chlorine, Min. 70% PCW Recycled Content, FSC - 500/cs

50% off

R012CStk Card Stock: 60lb Beautiful "Sandpiper Lily of the Valley" 100% PCW -white with flecks - 500 sheets/ream
033AF2 Foaming Hand Wash: Fragrance Free, 2.5x more washes than liquid soap (4x4L) -16L/cs

Free Dispenser with
purchase

Go to www.GreenShift.ca for Flash Sales

Other:
FENM150 Fence/Wall Divider: Bamboo, Mahagony, 300Wx150Hx3cm (4'11")
FENM180 Fence/Wall Divider: Bamboo, Mahagony, 300Wx180Hx3cm (5'11")

5% off for 3+, 10% off for
5+ (same size)

FENM210 Fence/Wall Divider: Bamboo, Mahagony, 300Wx210Hx3cm (6'11")

**We want people to view our catalogue & look here so to get these discounts - Say you saw it here**

Additional Specials Posted on our website at: www.GreenShift.ca

